 Included Components

A. Hardware Packet  
   - Set Screw  
   - Pan Head Screws (2)  
   - Universal  
   - Wire Nuts (3)  
B. Glass  
C. Back Plate with Arm  
D. Mounting Instructions (Not Shown)

Assembly Instructions

Step 1: Attach universal to the J-box using the provided 1.5" long #8-32 pan head screws.

Step 2: Mount the sconce arm and back plate assembly (C) to the wall following the provided Mounting Instructions found in the hardware packet. GLASS SHOULD NOT BE INSTALLED WHILE HANGING THE FIXTURE.

Step 3: Install glass.

If Optic Glass: Install the glass shade by screwing in the socket ring with the top ring covering chipping around the glass. HAND TIGHTEN ONLY. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

If Nebula Glass: Un-Screw Glass Retention nut. Raise the Top Glass Retention Cap up the stem. Slide Glass Shade socket, tilt to the side of the glass allowing the Bottom Glass Retention to slip inside the Glass Shade, slide the rest of the Bottom Glass Retention the rest of the way into the Glass Shade. Allow the Glass to sit on the top of the lips of the Bottom Glass Retention. The opening of the Glass Shade may vary and will not be a perfect circle. Ensure that the Bottom Glass Retention is rotated so that the maximum amount of Glass surface area is resting on the lips. Lower the Top Glass Retention Cap, center the fixture on the Bottom Glass Retention and Secure Retention Nut. (NOTE: Tighten till snug. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN!)
WARNING: FAILURE TO INSTALL THIS FIXTURE PROPERLY MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH AND PROPERTY DAMAGE.

It is recommended that this product be installed by a licensed electrician.
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